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OUR MISSION

Innovate Durban will nurture, coordinate and
facilitate an inclusive innovation ecosystem
through utilising the 4th industrial revolution
for economic growth and job creation,
with a focus on industry, spatially excluded
or marginalised persons, the public sector
and SMMEs.

OUR BOARD
Prof. Deresh Ramjugernath:
Chairperson of the Board
(Deputy Vice Chancellor - UKZN)
Ms Palesa Phili:
CEO (Durban Chamber of
Commerce and Industry)

OUR TEAM
Chief Executive Officer: Ms Aurelia Albert
Stakeholder Coordinator and PA to
the Executive: Ms Chantelle Hickley
Programme Lead: Ms Amy Benn

Business Development and Fundraising
Lead: Ms Susanne Ramsunder

Junior Project Coordinator: Mr Sakhiwo Rewu
Finance and Project Coordinator:
Ms Nosipho Radebe

Project Administrator: Ms Lindelwa Cele

Dr Anitha Ramsuran:
Acting GM Inclusive
Innovation, Youth and
Skills (Technology
Innovation Agency)
Ms Charlotte Mashaba:
Regional Manager UKZN
(Regional Office of
Technology Transfer)
Mr Richard Gevers:
Founder and
CEO (Open
Cities Lab)

Administrator: Ms Zanele Masango

Interns: Alusizo Tshakatshela, Holden Chetty
and Nomzamo Shozi

CREATE

momentum for, and drive projects and programs in
the city that innovatively tackle social, system and structure
issues that hinder growth and perpetuate poverty.

COLLABORATE with and connect stakeholders from all spheres
to work together to ‘disrupt’ thinking and practice, and create new
opportunities for active participation by all in growth and renewal.

CONNECT those in need with real opportunity, by providing, inter alia,
practical tools and training, access to resources and support for selfimprovement, business start-ups and community-building and upliftment.

CELEBRATE

the city of Durban, promote all that it has done and
will do for its citizens, to attract, retain and support the business and
investors needed to underpin growth and development.
Innovate Durban Annual Report 2019 | 2020
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LETTER FROM
THE CHAIRPERSON
The world and the way in which we do business has
dramatically changed since March 2020. There is a sense
of real upheaval in the notion of “business as usual”.
It is at times like this that organisations have to ensure not just strong
governance, but also have the innovativeness and agility to rapidly
adapt. I am pleased to report that in the last financial year, Innovate
Durban has experienced strong growth in its activities, finances,
and support services to innovators and entrepreneurs, strategically
positioning it as a leading innovation support agency in the region.
It gives me pleasure on behalf of the Board of Directors to present to
you the 2019/2020 Annual Report for Innovate Durban.
Innovate Durban has during the past year, and amidst the COVID-19
pandemic, shown sound financial management and stability with the
organisation receiving a clean audit for the 2019/20 financial year.
Despite the current economic climate, the organisation has grown
financially and continues to show business longevity. Good governance
and ethical practices, including sound policies and processes in line
with best practice and applicable legislation, continue to guide
the organisation.

The Board has provided oversight of the organisation and
supported the CEO and management team in navigating it through
these tough economic times. The board of directors including
Dr. Anitha Ramsuran, Mr. Richard Gevers, Ms. Charlotte Mashaba and
Ms. Palesa Phili continued to provide steadfast support and dedication
to the organisation.
Innovate Durban is committed to meeting its objectives and realizing
its vison of being the leading innovation agency that transforms
the region into an inclusive innovation ecosystem. In line with its
vision, a major highlight of the year was the successful launch of
the first township Innovation Co-Lab, the first of many communitybased innovation centres. Additional highlights of the year include:
four successful programmes implemented, three major research
projects completed, key partnerships formed, further growth of the
operational team, and continued focus on future skills development
and thought leadership.
I would like to thank the Board, Executive and Innovate Durban team,
together with its valued partners and stakeholders for its continued
support and commitment to Innovate Durban during the last year,
and especially through this pandemic.
I look forward to what the next year has in store for Innovate
Durban and believe that the organisation has a significant role
to play in us mitigating the ravages the pandemic has had on
economic growth and employment opportunities in our region.
I wish you all the best and to us all coming out stronger!
PROFESSOR DERESH RAMJUGERNATH
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LETTER FROM
THE CEO
Innovate Durban exists to support innovators. However, in
the last year, we have been called to play a greater role
within the innovation and entrepreneurial ecosystem.
I am pleased with the transition of the organisation in meeting its
mandate and further playing the role as a catalyst and leader within
the region.
The 2019/20 year took an unexpected turn with the Coronavirus
pandemic. Whilst we jumped right into survival mode, we were also
cognisant of the fact that many of those we support would be left
worse off with a negative impact on their businesses. It is with that
in mind that we developed a new three-year Strategic Plan and
COVID-19 Response Plan to ensure that all our initiatives are inclusive
in nature and reach all those in need, and not just a few.
So, today, I have pleasure in presenting to you the 2019/20 Annual
Report and as the leader of this organisation, I feel proud of our
achievements. We have continued to show financial stability and
steady growth, despite the pandemic and have learnt many lessons
along the way. We have displayed good governance and financial
integrity as once again the organisation achieved a clean audit.
Our achievements have been made possible with the hard work of
a sterling team together with a supportive Board of Directors. This
year we were fortunate to welcome three interns as part of the Yes!
Programme. Our growing team is passionate about serving others
and adding value to our beneficiaries and partners.
Once again, we have formed partnerships with other amazing
organisations in both the public and private sector including NGO’s.
Our reach and impact has been strengthened as a result of these
partnerships. We are also grateful to eThekwini Municipality for their
continued support and provision of our grant fund.

Whilst we continue to
successfully implement
programmes and
initiatives, a major highlight
of the year was the launch of
our first township based Innovation
Co-Lab. We are so thrilled to embark on this
journey with the community by providing them with a safe space
to co-create and innovate. Furthermore, we are grateful to our
partners for joining us in our efforts.
We are committed to providing our beneficiaries with the best
possible support and as such we are a research driven organisation
using evidence based research to guide our programme development
and initiatives. Additionally, monitoring and evaluation of all our
activities is a priority and we make an effort in this regard to measure
the outcomes and impact of all we do.
We are super excited about the next year and the plans we have in
place. Running an organisation and working in these times, although
challenging, does pose a number of opportunities that we cannot
wait to unlock.
I will close with a sincere thank you. Thank you to Jesus Christ
who gives me strength and wisdom to lead each day, my superb
team, supportive Board, valued funders, partners and beneficiaries.
Your support during this year is invaluable!
MS AURELIA ALBERT

STAKEHOLDER FORUM

Innovate Durban was initiated and founded by the city through the Innovation
Stakeholder Forum. As such, the stakeholder forum has been in existence
since 2013, hosting quarterly meetings and serves as an advisory committee
to the Board of Directors of Innovate Durban. Members of the forum include
stakeholders from academia, public sector departments, Innovate Durban
partners and funders, relevant business chambers and coalitions, relevant
incubators and accelerators, funders, investors, venture capitalists and
development agencies related to innovation as well as research and technical
hubs. It is the largest innovation stakeholder forum in KwaZulu Natal!
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RESEARCH

INNOVATION SUPPORT

Entrepreneurial Ecosystem Map
developed, 151 support
providers showcased

Youth Innovation Challenge (5th Year);
100 participants, 25 solutions pitched, 6 partners
Start Up Support Programme:
11 participants, 55 mentorship sessions

Funding Map developed: 741 funders
and funding mechanisms showcased

Support Fund: 4 innovators funded

Inaugural edition of the Innovation
Publication published, first online
Innovation and Innovator
Dashboard published

Pitching Den: 10 finalists, 3 winners,
R110 000 in prize money

PLATFORMS & EVENTS

175 people trained through design
thinking workshops; coding
classes and future skills

SOCIAL MEDIA STATS

CAPACITY BUILDING
& SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

The launch of the first township Innovation
Co-Lab in Cato Manor (Durban, KZN)
Participated in 7 events, 14,944 attendees
Panellists/Speakers at 10 events

5th Edition of the Innovation Festival
Durban, 250 delegates

Launched Catapult Series, 3 webinars
held with 94 attendees

MEASURES OF
SUCCESS
MEASURES OF SUCCESS

TARGET

ACHIEVED

Number of market ready products

2

2

New innovative solutions prototyped, iterated, gone to market

3

8

New proven sustainable partnerships

5

10

New employment opportunities created

10

12

New citizens with demonstrable skills and improved employability

40

275

R 800 000

R 2 360 721

New community driven think -tanks/solutions

3

3

New enrolments in STEM courses

4

3

Creation of critical skills for the 4th Industrial Revolution (Number of ID programme beneficiaries
utilising tools of the 4th Industrial revolution in their business/community/school)

10

13

New sustainable quality jobs

3

3

R 100 000

R 1 255 472

New funding and incubation for innovators

Attraction of innovation funding to the region
6
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START UP SUPPORT
PROGRAMME
PROGRAMME AREA 1

The Start Up Support Programme runs
throughout the year to support innovative
start-ups, inventors, non-profits, civil servants,
students, and existing small enterprises with
new product or service development.
The programme includes; a 6-month accelerated
training programme (which runs twice a year), the
Innovator Support Toolkit (with lean start-up advice
and links to resources) and ongoing 1-1 mentorship
throughout the programme.

PHASE 1 IDEATION AND SOLUTION DEVELOPMENT
Lean canvas development, design thinking, market
viability and prototyping support

PHASE 2 ESTABLISHMENT

Financial management training, intellectual property and
business registration support, business plan development,
pitching. investor readiness (public and private training)

The Start Up Support Programme ran from July 2019
through to January 2020. The programme was focused on
supporting core innovation and entrepreneurial capabilities, with
the aim of supporting both business case development as well as
prototype development. The phases of the programme are as follows:

The programme aimed to have the following outcomes and impact,
the impact of which will be reported on in the following years:

OUTCOME
•
•
•

Prototypes and further
iterations developed: 3
Product has been sold: 1

Funding and further
incubation has been
received by attendees: 3

IMPACT
•
•
•

New, innovative
entrepreneurs

2019 /
2020

Pitch events, meetups with funders and
minimum viable product (MVP) development

Some of the key needs of local innovators that were
outlined by participants of the SSP included:

1

Innovative solutions
improving society

Entrepreneurs are
employing people and
creating jobs

The Innovator Support Programme was
engaging and will be very wholesome
to start-up entrepreneurs like me.
SIPHESIHLE MTHANA
SMARTLYTICS TECHNOLOGIES

PHASE 3 COMMERCIALISATION

Advice on service/product design, development and launch:
Many candidates did not have a prototype aside from two
innovators; the rest of the candidates were introduced to the
customer value proposition canvas.

At the end of the programme, one of the innovators had renders
of their lighting solution and was in the process of procuring an
industrial 3D printer for a scaled model render.

2
3
4

Advice on business startup: Whilst candidates chose business
development as a key need, many were in fact focused more
heavily on the funding aspect, which highlights the need for the
Funding Map project undertaken towards the end of 2019.

Advice on intellectual property: Innovate Durban have a
proven partnership with IP and copyright law firm, Adams &
Adams. The participants were able to make use of the expertise
of Adams & Adams attorneys through this partnership.

Build and test prototype service or product: The most
impressive development journey from concept phase through
iteration and developed into a product prototype was an
innovator with a Virtual Tourism offering. Within 3 months he
partnered with a visual graphics student and produced a short
demo of how the offering would work.
Innovate Durban Annual Report 2019 | 2020
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2019 /
2020

Beyond the Start Up Support Programme (a more formalised
support programme offered to innovators), Innovate Durban
also offers support on an ad hoc basis to innovators through the
Innovator Support Fund and Programme.
The Innovator Support Fund is newly developed with a small seed fund being
available to innovators for prototype development and testing. As part of this
initiative, Innovate Durban has also worked to develop prototyping partners
who offer prototyping services to innovators at a reduced rate, as a way to
maximise the benefit of the Innovator Support Fund.
During the 2019/20 financial year, the first year the Innovator Support
Programme and Fund has been operational, Innovate Durban has directly
funded four innovators, enabling them to pursue further prototyping and
testing of their innovations.

Learners do not have
knowledge of their talent/gift which
is their biggest resource. This problem
manifests itself when it comes to choosing
of subjects in grade 10, choosing of courses at
tertiary institutions and choosing a career which
does not resonate with one’s gift. The unintended
consequence of the above-mentioned are learners with
poor grades at high schools and students’ drop-outs
at higher education institutions due to difficulties
experienced in academic programs they cannot cope
with. We aim to assist learners to identify their gift/
talent while at school (basic education) and then go
to tertiary (higher education) to refine it. We have
created an online platform to achieve this goal with
the help of expertise educational psychologist Tammy
Styles-Brink. Our online tool is a paradigm that is
appropriate for and applicable to the large majority
of the country’s population that remains in desperate
need of this form of career counselling. Whereas the
typical one-on-one counselling paradigm may work
well in first world countries, it is not a viable model
for South Africa. The knock-on effect will be school
learners who are knowledgeable about their abilities,
aspirations, and values about work. This will result
in young people who respond to the demands of
society amongst which are entrepreneurs, leaders
and young people who are purpose driven.
SPHESIHLE MTANA | PARTICIPANT OF THE INNOVATOR SUPPORT PROGRAMME
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PITCHING
DEN

1

The Innovate Durban Pitching Den is hosted,
each year, at the Innovate Durban Innovation
Festival. The Pitching Den gives innovators
an opportunity to pitch their market-ready
innovations to a panel of judges representing
various innovation stakeholders, from
government to local venture capitalists.

ST

The 2020 Pitching Den had over 50 applications, these
applications went through a rigorous shortlisting
process, and 10 innovators were selected to
pitch at the Festival. Before this, these
10 innovators went through the Innovate
Durban pitch training session, to
ensure each innovator was given the
necessary support and guidance to
refine their pitches before presenting
in front of the judges.
This year the panel of judges were
Lebo Gunguluza from the GEM
group, Mashudu Modau from Yoco,
Mbali Hlongwane from PinkCodrs,
Ross Jenvey of Kingson Capital (a
Durban-based VC) and Udi Pillay
from Adams & Adams.

1st Place: Agricool Finance, represented by Zamokuhle Thwala
2nd Place: Inno R Solutions, represented by Sello Malinga
3rd Place: Clinalytics, represented by Jabulani Nyembe

2

ND

3RD

The Pitching contest was wonderful but what made it more insightful was
the level of expertise in the judging panel. The panel firstly went into
detail, not only on the contest but raising capital in general; this was
so useful as it was also diverse from Venture Capital companies, to Angel
investors, to other entrepreneurs. This, therefore, meant that the pitch was
not only about the contest but also a network for future capital raising.
JABULANI NYEMBE

It was a golden opportunity to take part and to win the pitching
den. I was able to meet and engage with fellow entrepreneurs
who are working on exciting projects. I’ve also acquired some
impeccable knowledge from the panelists.
ZAMOKUHLE TWALA
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YOUTH INNOVATION
CHALLENGE
PROGRAMME AREA 1

The Youth Innovation Challenge is an annual programme of Innovate Durban and was held
in partnership with Oracle, Domino Foundation, Zutari (formerly Aurecon), Adams & Adams,
eThekwini Municipality, and various innovation and industry stakeholders. The transport
sector focus in 2019 gave rise to a number of new stakeholder and partner engagements,
including Go!Durban, and local software development company Airos.
The main aim of the 2019 Youth Innovation Challenge was to introduce
innovation to the youth of Durban and surrounding to give them a
platform to develop innovative solutions to existing challenges faced
by the eThekwini Municipality. The programme outputs included a
number of training workshops, site visits of the Go!Durban system,
mentorship, and final pitches.
The series of innovation-focused workshops were run during the
course of September 2019, these workshops were run in partnership
with various Innovate Durban partners, and included topics ranging
from Design Thinking, Solution Development, Business Development,
and Pitch Training. The final pitching session was held in September
2019, where participants were given the opportunity to showcase their
solutions and associated business plans.
Following the adjudication during the Pitching workshop, the judges
selected three winners. The awards ceremony for the 2019 Youth
Innovation Challenge was held at The Bond Shed, in November 2019.
Winners were awarded cash prizes to further the
development of their innovations, these winners were:
1st Place: “Go’Ntrola” Thabiso Buthelezi,
Lethukuthula Myeni, Musa Majola and Kwazi Zulu

2nd Place: “Nu Eng Innovations“ Lindokuhle Sibisi,
Thalente Ngcobo and Samkelo Zondi

3rd Place: “Mayuren Govender, Andries Makgolane
and Siduduzo Nhlangothi”

10
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Additionally, 2019 saw the introduction of two new floating trophies,
sponsored by Zutari. These awards are the Woman in Design Award,
awarded to the best female participant, and the Student Excellence
Award, awarded to the group that best represents their tertiary
institutions. The winners of these awards were Samukelisiwe Zulu,
and Thabiso Buthelezi, Lethukuthula Myeni, Musa Majola, and
Kwazi Zulu, respectively.

2019 /
2020

CAPACITY
BUILDING
AND SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME
AREA 2

The Youth Innovation Challenge
to me was presented as a
competition and at the end it
was a learning experience. I got
to collaborate with a versatile
group and the Design Thinking
methodology helped us bring all
our strengths forward
in the competition.
LETHUKUTHULA YENI

Innovate Durban is committed to improving capacity building
around critical and future skills, including the introduction
of new technologies (robotics, drone piloting and mechanics
training). Data science (data analytics) is a scarce skill that
will also be offered.
Through the Innovation Co-Lab; the programme offerings will include a number

of future and digital skills namely; digital literacy, coding, and app development
that will be offered within the community as well as extended to the external
private sector as a revenue stream.

Design Thinking is a powerful and critical tool for innovation and
collaboration. It is a process for creative problem solving with
a user-centric approach. Innovate Durban has already

run successful Design Thinking workshops across

government, academia and private sector and will

introduce this offering across schools and tertiary
institutions. The organisation has also built
internal capacity to facilitate these workshops
which will assist in reaching a greater number
of people in a cost effective manner.

2019 /
2020
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RESEARCH
PROGRAMME AREA 3
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During the 2019/20 year, Innovate Durban partnered
with The Aspen Network of Development Entrepreneurs
(ANDE) to conduct an innovation and entrepreneur
ecosystem mapping exercise for the Durban region.
ANDE is a global membership network of organisations
that propel entrepreneurship and small and growing
businesses (SGBs) in emerging markets.
Innovate Durban is passionate about research that
is accessible and living, as such, the key outcomes
of the Entrepreneurial Ecosystem Snapshot are to:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide a tool for Innovate Durban to catalyse
local conversations and advocate for an
ecosystem-based approach to innovation and
entrepreneurship promotion;

Educate funders on where to guide more resources
and investments to within the Durban innovation
sector, as well as to support ongoing evaluation
of the effectiveness of those efforts;
Identify shortcomings of regional ecosystem
development that could be effectively addressed;
Engage local governments and funders in the
promotion of entrepreneurial ecosystem building
within their jurisdiction;
Encourage collaboration and knowledge sharing;
and

Build a database that will be constantly updated
and can be used to inform policy making at a local,
provincial and national level.

The survey and additional research used to compile the Entrepreneurial
Ecosystem Snapshot was conducted during the second half of 2019, with the
official innovation results launched at the Innovation Festival in March 2020, and
the full report released as part of a virtual launch hosted with ANDE on 1 April
2020. The report and map can be viewed on the Innovate Durban website.
12
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Joash Govindsamy, GreenGold Technology: “It was
a great experience to understand the various funding
opportunities out there. Especially how broad and
diverse opportunities exist. It also highlighted
for me the importance of having a business plan
and understanding basic business financials and
forecasts. It was also inspiring working with other
young innovators. It felt like you were not alone in
your struggles”.
Ntando Ndimande - SkyHigh Innovations: “The
funding map is an excellent tool to aid entrepreneurs
narrow down and locate funding sources relevant
to their stage of the business. It also gives direct
contact to the personnel responsible for funding
and CSI projects.”

ING
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ACHIEVEMENTS 2019 / 2020

The research, led by the HSRC, also included
11 local innovators, who used their own networks
to research innovation funding relevant to their
specific sector. The objective of this tool is to fill
a current gap in the ecosystem, where a complete
funding map does not currently exist. This map,
available on the Innovate Durban website, can be
used to inform innovators and businesses, and
provide the necessary information used to access
funding opportunities for their innovations in
South Africa.

I NN

During the last year, Innovate Durban undertook
a research project, in partnership with the
Human Sciences Research Council (HSRC), to
map funding mechanisms and opportunities
available to innovators. The Funding Map depicts
the full funding spectrum focused in innovation in
various capacities.

During 2019, Innovate Durban published the first
edition of the Innovation Publication. The objective
of the publication, which will be published annually,
is to provide information to all stakeholders,
including innovators and investors, on the state
of innovation in KZN. The publication is hosted
on the Innovate Durban Innovation Dashboard, a
living mechanism aimed at showcasing the data,
celebrating innovation, connecting stakeholders,
enabling collaboration, and creating new
partnerships and possibilities. The inaugural
publication was launched on 5 November 2019
to over 50 innovation stakeholders from Durban
and surrounds.

Innovate Durban Annual Report 2019 | 2020
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MEET SOME OF OUR INNOVATORS

THOBEKA NGCOBO
DURBAN
Company:

Ethithina

Product: Digital App

Innovation:

Virtual hybrid wholesaler

Stage:

Desktop research

Benefit:

Benefit for both retail and wholesale owners to make
buying and delivering of products faster and easier

Target Market: Retailers and wholesalers across South Africa
Partnerships:

None

BLESSING NZUZA
DURBAN
Company:

Innovation:

Respo

Product: Respo

App to request ambulance services and allow for
quick location of individuals in need of emergency
services, particularly in rural areas

Target Market: Areas that lack access to emergency services,
particularly rural and township communities
Stage:

In the market

Benefit:

Benefit for those who lack access to emergency
services, particularly in rural and township
communities

Partnerships:

Netcare/ER24, Ithala, Innovate Durban

THABISO BHUTHELEZI
DURBAN
Company:

Black PineApples

Stage:

Prototype

Target Market: Tourism Industry
Partnerships:
Benefit:

Product: Virtualise SA

Innovate Durban

Tourists - Visualise SA is an innovation and
creative solutions in VR digital marketing, events
management and events entertainment hire services

SIPHESIHLE CEDRIC MTHANA
DURBAN
Company:

Smartlytics

Product: Smartlytics

Innovation:

Digital app for gift/career guidance

Stage:

Minimum Viable Product finalisation

Benefit:

Smartlytics’ innovation is a digital tool to
guide the youth on gift/career guidance

Target Market: Youth of South Africa
Partnerships:

None

INNOVATION
CO-LAB
PLATFORM

Innovate Durban is passionate about community development,
upliftment and provision of skills and tools, which prompted
the launch of The Township Innovation Co-Lab.
In order to establish the Co-Lab, Innovate Durban partnered with
Technology Innovation Agency and Department of Science and
Innovation, as part of their Living Lab initiative and later included
Software AG, a global software development company as an additional
core partner. eThekwini Municipality’s Business Support, Tourism and
Markets Unit provided the space and building for the Co-Lab.
During the second half of 2019 the facility, based at the Umkhumbane
Entrepreneurial Support Centre in Cato Manor, was refurbished and
redesigned and officially launched on the 4 March 2020 to enable
local townships access to technology to help promote innovation.
The Co-Lab is aimed at providing access to tools and equipment,
information and resources to meet the needs of the community,
as well as empowering people to approach problem solving in an
innovative way to tackle social issues within the community in order
to catalyse the creation of jobs and opportunities for new businesses.
Within the Co-Lab, Innovate Durban will host various in-house and
partner run programmes to educate the local community on Fourth
Industrial Revolution technology, and to support local innovators in
further developing their prototypes. These programmes include but
is not limited to:
App development training • Design thinking training
Digital training hackathons • Prototype development support
Robotic classes • Youth Innovation Challenges • Coding classes

In order to achieve this, the Co-Lab is fitted with some of the latest
technology relevant to equipping people with skills for the Fourth
Industrial Revolution. This includes; 3D printers, laser cutting
machines, vinyl cutter and large format printers, drones, robotics,
artificial intelligence tools, and virtual reality.
The Co-Lab is also set up to cater to various
innovation needs with the following facilities:

Digital training studio • Hot desks • Co-working spaces • A café
Protype development facilities, including a spray booth, laser
cutting facilities, 3D printing facilities and an assembly room

Innovate Durban Annual Report 2019 | 2020
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INNOVATION
FESTIVAL DURBAN
EVENTS

In March 2020, Innovate Durban, hosted its 5th edition of the
Innovation Festival Durban, attended by over 250 delegates from
business, innovation, academia, tertiary and government sectors
to explore the latest trends in innovation from both a global
and local perspective.

Over the last financial year;
Innovate Durban:

The 3-day programme included keynote speakers, industry experts, panel discussions,
demonstrations, maker workshops, coding classes and opportunities to engage with
specialised equipment and tools.

•

An event survey was sent to delegates and from
those that responded the following has been noted...

•
•

participated/supported/exhibited
at seven events;
attended by 14,944 delegates
in total, and
was involved as a
panellist/speaker at 10 events.

In the last quarter of the financial year
(April – June 2020) we were all faced
with a global pandemic that forced the
country into a ‘lock-down’ effectively
halting all business operations except
those deemed as essential services. In
light of this, Innovate Durban has revised
our strategy and all our programmes,
projects and events will be adapted;
whilst the structure will be the same the
delivery method has changed.
As a way to extend our support to
innovators, entrepreneurs and small
businesses Innovate Durban launched
the Catapult Series which started in
May 2020. The series of webinars is an
extension of the support we offer to
innovators through providing business
and technical skills supported by industry
experts. Thus far, 3 webinars have been
held with 94 participants. The series is
gaining traction and will continue into
the next financial year!

16
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OPEN EXCHANGE
The Open Exchange, which is a digital tool, allows for intelligent opportunity
matching for innovation stakeholders across the city. It is a virtual open

innovation platform that allows organisations to submit their organisational
challenges online and for the public - either citizens or businesses, to respond
with innovative solutions. This is done in a safe online space where engagement

INSET IMAGES FROM LEFT
1
2
3
4
5

PRIS Innovation Summit
Southpedia Mural Festival
JCI – Awards
KZN Investor Conference
Durban Business Fair

October 2019
October 2019
July 2019
November 2019
September 2019

takes place and organisations can then commit resources (financial and nonfinancial) to solving the challenges. In the 2020/21 year, Innovate Durban will
start to define the project and conduct a feasibility study to understand the

costs and other resources required to implement. If feasible, Innovate Durban
will look at implementing this system in the 2021/22 year.

INNOVATION PORTAL
As the Innovation Co-Lab and Innovation Festival Durban (IF Durban) act as

physical mechanisms to implement Innovate Durban programs, the innovation

portal will be a digital mechanism for all Innovate Durban outputs. The initial

plan for the portal is to act as a brochure for the organisation, a knowledge
repository for innovation in the city, a place where all innovation stakeholders

can connect to each other, and to Innovate Durban. The functionality of the

portal has the opportunity to become significantly more sophisticated, the
progress of which will be driven by innovator need.
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Innovate Durban (RF) NPC again proudly achieved an unqualified audit opinion
from Moore Stephens CJL for the Financial Period 1 July 2019 – 30 June 2020.
OPERATIONS

2019 - 2020

2018 - 2019

R4 378 140.00

R4 133 321.00

R256 047.83

R185 265.42

R6 000.00

R64 962.50

R164 350.00

R185 000.00

Total Income

R4 804 537.83

R4 568 548.92

Gross Profit

R4 804 537.83

R4 568 548.92

R0.00

R500 000.00

Rental Income

R6 084.00

R128 333.60

Total Other Income

R6 084.00

R628 333.60

Audit and accounting

R110 877.56

R100 450.78

Business Development and Marketing Costs

R219 772.16

R53 042.38

Depreciation

R188 523.92

R89 101.45

Director Costs

R35 000.00

R3 839.02

R95 243.20

R36 021.18

R396 225.97

R396 062.56

R86 257.10

R459 712.09

R1 727.63

R10 618.29

Insurance

R38 693.10

R16 877.30

IT and Communication Costs

R116 679.24

R107 452.75

R2 031 631.35

R682 755.65

R23 343.27

R29 071.60

Total Operating Expenses

R3 343 974.50

R1 985 005.05

OPERATIONAL SURPLUS

R1 466 647.33

R3 211 877.47

R2 779 514.43

R0.00

R2 779 514.43

R0.00

R3 757 224.57

R2 208 138.55

Total Non-operating Expenses

R3 757 224.57

R2 208 138.55

PROJECT SURPLUS / (DEFICIT)

-R977 710.14

-R2 208 138.55

Net Surplus / (Deficit)

R488 937.19

R1 003 738.92

Income
Grants
Interest and Discounts
Operating Income
Sponsorships and Donations

Plus Other Income
Durban ICC

Less Operating Expenses

External Professional Services
Facilities Costs
General Overheads
Other expenses

People Costs
Travel

PROJECTS
Non-operating Income
Project Income
Total Non-operating Income
Non-operating Expenses
Project Expenses

The organisation again generated revenue in excess of its core funding grant and was able to retain some
of these funds to increase its reserves as part of the drive toward sustainability.
Of significance and to be noted is:
•

The eThekwini grant was fully spent in terms of the mandate and conditions of the grant.

•

Operating costs have remained consistently on target.

•
•

Project expenditure was funded approximately 75% by project specific income of R2.779 million.
Cash reserves remain healthy.

The organisation has now accumulated reserves of R3 249 826.00 (2019 : R2 760 889.00), of which
R842 069.00 is invested in fixed assets, and the balance on easily accessible cash investments held at
favourable interest rates.

Company/Organisation/Name

Innovator

Sector/Category Of Innovation

4IR Innovations

Senele Goba

Food Safety

Agricool Finance

Zamokuhle Thwala

Agriculture

Anathoth Solutions

Siphiwe Zuma

Fashion

Automatix-Africa(Pty)Ltd

Mlungisi Mbatha

Energy

Best So Far

Shermar Stuart

ICT

BlackPineapples

Thabiso Bhuthelezi

Marketing & Advertising

Clinalytics (Pty) Ltd

Jabulani Michael Nyembe

Health

Creative Creations

Sinenhlanhla Lobo

Electronics

Digital Labbin Space

Mlamuli

Service industry

Drop Sop APP

Thobile Mbambo

Water

Eco-Agro Enterprise PTY LTD

Sydwell Sihlangu

Agriculture

Electri-Coal Technologies (Pty) Ltd

Mfanelo S’phelele Calvin Ndlovu

Renewable Energy / Water

eMali

Neo Mtshali

Finance

Energy Efficiency (PTY) LTD
(Light Shine Institute)

Nkanyiso Madlala

Energy

Ethithina

Thobeka Ngcobo

Computer/ICT

Flipware

Thanduxolo Aubrey Mthembu

ICT / Water

Flipware

Thanduxolo Aubrey Mthembu

Construction

For Moli Construction (PTY) LTD

Zwelakhe Albert

Construction

Global Ode Direct
Technologies/ G.O.D Tech

Sanjay Herramun

Automotive industry

Global Power Solutions

Heeran Manilal

Energy

Green Gold

Joash Govindsamy

Agriculture

His Will Innovations

Willie Mangena

Waste Management / Renewable Energy

IDaphney

Nomfundo Gwala

Early childhood developement

iKhumbi

Sihle Ndaba

Transport

Indie Content Africa

Ntuthuko Qwabe

Education

INNO R SOLUTIONS

Sello Malinga

Safety Equipment

Jama IT

Thulani Joyisa

Computer/ICT

Ki-Agua Pty Ltd

Nkululeko Msomi

Water and Sanitation

Level Online

Litha Matala

ICT

Mother Of Convenience

Mhlengi Ngcobo

Service industry

Nandi Mthethwa

Electronics

Thuthukani Dube

Automotive

Natal Industries

Linda Masango

Waste management

Njabulo Mkhosana Enterprises (Pty) Ltd

Njabulo Mkhosana

Computer/ICT

NuEng Innovations (pty) Ltd

Lindokuhle Sibisi, Samkelo Zondi,
Thalente Ngcobo

ICT

Passwordkids

Keletso Lekwakwe

Security

Respo

Blessing Nzuza

Healthcare

Sagiya Foundation

Londeka Mhlongo

Radio

Samac Engineering Solutions

Mpumzi Swana

Energy

Sherrio Enterprises

Pooballan Pillay

Energy

Siwinile Khumalo

Sucxeed

Water

SkyHigh Innovations

Ntando Ndimande

Water

SmartiPants Technologies

Nonjabulo Gasa

Manufacturing and Robotics

Smartlytics

Sphesihle Mthana

Education / Training / Skills Development

Sturtium

Ryshan Ramlall

Water & Agriculture

Tim Ten

Sifundo Mbambo

Literature

Trailblazers

Fanie Ndlovu

Training / Skills Development

Virtual Innovations

Ayanda Mchunu

Music

VolanteGlobalEssentials

Andile Thusi

Computer/ICT

Wellness Guru

Tharreshnee Govender

Health

Xtramile Investments

Siyanda Zulu

ICT

Zuza Africa

Dalisu Ngubo

Skills Development
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BENEFITS OF PARTNERING WITH US
Public Benefit Organisation | Non Profit Company | Level 1 BBBEE Company
Key driver of innovation in Durban | Established partnership network
•
•

•
•
•
•

Invest your Corporate Social Investment Spend
with a non-profit company and public benefit
organisation and receive tax benefits

Maximise on your Socio-Economic Development
and Enterprise Development spend (with a
Level 1 BBBEE organisation) through our programmes
targeting youth and unemployment

Contribute and benefit from access to the Innovation
Ecosystem through our research projects and platforms
Leverage your brand and increase your network
through our established partner network
Participate in promoting interest, investment
and growth in KwaZulu Natal
Largest innovation stakeholder
forum membership in KwaZulu Natal

HEAD OFFICE:
Telephone: 087 365 3131
info@innovate.durban • www.innovate.durban
Unit 2, 12 Browns Road, Point, Durban, 4001
INNOVATION CO-LAB (Cato Manor):
Telephone: 087 821 1023
Umkhumbane Entrepreneurial Centre,
240 Harry Gwala Road, Wiggins, 4091
NPO 184-173 • PBO 930058511 • NPC 2016/543467/08

